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This is a critical review of the advances in the molecular design of organic electroactive

molecules, which are the key components for redox flow batteries (RFBs). As a

large-scale energy storage system with great potential, the redox flow battery has been

attracting increasing attention in the last few decades. The redox molecules, which

bridge the interconversion between chemical energy and electric energy for RFBs, have

generated wide interest in many fields such as energy storage, functional materials, and

synthetic chemistry. The most widely used electroactive molecules are inorganic metal

ions, most of which are scarce and expensive, hindering the broad deployment of RFBs.

Thus, there is an urgent motivation to exploit novel cost-effective electroactive molecules

for the commercialization of RFBs. RFBs based on organic electroactive molecules such

as quinones and nitroxide radical derivatives have been studied and have been a hot topic

of research due to their inherent merits in the last decade. However, few comprehensive

summaries regarding the molecular design of organic electroactive molecules have been

published. Herein, the latest progress and challenges of organic electroactive molecules

in both non-aqueous and aqueous RFBs are reviewed, and future perspectives are

put forward for further developments of RFBs as well as other electrochemical energy

storage systems.

Keywords: organic electrolyte, molecular design, redox flow battery, energy storage, electrochemistry

INTRODUCTION

Energy Storage Systems
To decrease the use of fossil fuels and the emission of CO2, which causes global warming,
the development of renewable and clean energy has become an urgent issue in many research
fields, particularly in energy source (Turner, 1999; Dunn et al., 2011; Soloveichik, 2015) and eco-
environmental (Yang et al., 2011) studies. Solar and wind energy are environmentally friendly
and are regarded as promising alternative energy resources for the future. However, inherent
intermittency and instability limit the market penetration of these renewable resources (Holdren,
2007; Dunn et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2011). Energy storage technology, which is an effective solution
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for the intermittency, is crucial for the expansion of renewable
energy (Armand and Tarascon, 2008; Dunn et al., 2011; Yang
et al., 2011; Leadbetter and Swan, 2012; Ding et al., 2013; Zhang
et al., 2019). So far, the most common approach for grid-scale
energy storage is a pumped hydro-electric system, which exhibits
noticeable geographic constraints. Consequently, exploiting new
energy storage technology with high performance and flexible
design has been one of the top topics of research in the
past few decades. Electrochemical energy storage systems, also
known as rechargeable batteries (secondary battery), which use
redox-active molecules to fulfill the energy conversion, are well-
developed (Ding et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2019) and offer highly
efficient energy conversion and smart design feasibility. Examples
are lead-acid batteries, lithium-ion batteries, supercapacitors, and
redox flow batteries (RFBs) (Schon et al., 2016; Ding et al., 2018).

Due to its low capital cost and mature technological support,
the lead-acid battery was employed for massive energy storage
and dominated the electrochemical energy storage market in
the twentieth century (Yang et al., 2011). However, the limited
cycling lifetime, the high maintenance cost, and the severe
contamination caused by lead contributed to it being replaced
by other electrochemical approaches (Ma et al., 2015; Liu
et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018a). Nowadays, the most dominant
electrochemical energy storage pathway is the lithium-ion battery
in which lithium (Li+) ions shuttle between the positive and
negative electrodes (Xu et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2017). During the
cycling process, Li+ ions repeatedly take part in intercalation/de-
intercalation at the two electrodes in a round-trip fashion. During
the charging process, Li+ ions de-intercalate from the positive
electrode, migrate across the separator, and then intercalate into
the negative electrode, accompanied by oxidation and reduction
reactions at the positive and negative electrode, respectively.
During discharging, the reverse processes occur (Wei et al.,
2018). To tackle the challenges that the lithium-ion battery
faces, researchers have done extensive, in-depth investigations
into improvements in the electrodes, electrolytes, and separator
materials. Prior work has pointed out the electrolyte can work
in liquid, gel, and solid states (Li et al., 2015b, 2016b). Liquid
electrolytes, which incorporate organic alkyl carbonate solvents,
for instance, ethylene, dimethyl, diethyl, and ethyl methyl
carbonate, with dissolved lithium salts like LiBF4, LiClO4, LiPF6,
LiBC4O8, and Li[PF3(C2F5)3], are most widely used due to their
good fluidity and ionic conductivity (Chen et al., 2013; Li et al.,
2015c). Due to the advances such as high energy density and long
cycling lifetime that have been achieved, lithium-ion batteries
have exerted enormous, and dramatic effects on society (Li et al.,
2015a,d; Chen et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019). However, there
are some tough issues, such as low abundance of materials,
short discharge time, and the flammability of the solvents used
in the battery, to be dealt with for industrial and residential
implementation of lithium-ion batteries for large-scale energy
storage (Yang et al., 2011; Li et al., 2016a). Inspired by the fact
that the inherent electrochemical properties of sodium are close
to those of lithium and its abundant distribution on the earth,
sodium-ion batteries, as well as potassium-ion batteries, are
attracting increasing amounts of interest in the last few decades,
though these are still in their infancy in terms of application in

large-scale energy storage (Chen et al., 2018; Rajagopalan et al.,
2020a,b).

Supercapacitors, which have fast charge/discharge response,
high power density, and excellent cycling performance, are
also regarded as a promising energy storage avenue (Qin et al.,
2019; Wu et al., 2019a). Based on energy storage mechanism,
supercapacitors are grouped into electrical double-layer
capacitors (EDLCs) and pseudocapacitors (faradaic capacitors).
EDLCs, comprised of high specific surface area materials like
activated carbon, carbon nanotubes, and graphene derivatives,
adsorb ions at the electrode/electrolyte interface to achieve the
energy storage. Pseudocapacitors, meanwhile, adopt transition
metal oxides (such as RuO2, MnO2, NiO, and Co3O4) with high
theoretical specific capacity and excellent redox reversibility as
electrodes to realize energy storage via redox reactions at the
electrodes (Wu et al., 2018b; Zeng et al., 2019). Low energy
density, poor cyclability, and high cost due to the use of precious
metals limit the application of supercapacitors for storing
massive amounts of energy (Wu et al., 2018a, 2019b).

Given the deficiencies of the above-mentioned technologies,
to broaden the market penetration of renewable resources
for electricity generation, any novel electrochemical energy
storage system that operates at grid-scale needs to address both
technical and economic concerns. The RFB, invented in 1974
and exhibiting merits like design flexibility, safety, and scalability,
is considered a very promising pathway toward practical large-
scale energy storage (Leung et al., 2017). The most striking
advantage of RFBs is the independent engineering of energy
(number of moles of redox materials and cell voltage) and power
(electrode area) owing to the unique cell configuration (Kamat
et al., 2017; Park et al., 2017). It is noted that the chemical stability,
electrochemical reversibility, and reduction potentials of redox
materials contribute to the cell performance of RFBs, and the
cost of redox materials is associated with the system capital cost.
Undoubtedly, redoxmaterials ranging from inorganicmetal ions,
halogens, and polysulfides to organic electroactive molecules play
a crucial role in the improvement of RFBs. In this review, the
research status and advances of organic electroactive molecules
in both non-aqueous and aqueous RFBs are presented, as are the
challenges and future perspectives in this promising field.

Redox Flow Batteries
The main components of RFBs include two electrolyte tanks
(anodic and cathodic reservoirs), anodic-active and cathodic-
active materials (anolyte and catholyte), an ion-exchange
membrane, and the battery framework (Figure 1). Energy
interconversion between chemical energy and electric energy is
accomplished via the redox reaction of electroactive materials
dissolved in supporting electrolyte, which circulates between the
tanks and corresponding compartments of the electrochemical
cell, driven by external pumps at the electrodes. Selective ions
migrate across the ion-exchange membrane to complete the
current circulation. According to the dissolving condition of
electrolytes, RFBs can be divided into aqueous RFBs and non-
aqueous (organic) RFBs.

The state-of-the-art RFB systems employ all-vanadium ions
as electroactive materials, and the largest (200 MW/800 MWh)
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic illustration of a typical redox flow battery.

is under construction by Rongke Co. Ltd. Low energy density,
the need for strong sulfuric acid as the supporting electrolyte, a
spatially inhomogeneous distribution, and the volatile price of
vanadium constrain the widespread deployment of all-vanadium
RFBs. As alternative approaches, RFBs with electroactive
materials based on other inorganic redox ions, such as Fe0/2+/3+,
Cr2+/3+, Zn0/2+, Br2/Br−, I2/I

−

3 , and S2−x (Park et al., 2017;
Ding et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2019) have been proposed and
investigated. Along with advances in electrodes and the ion-
exchange membrane, improvements in RFB cell performance
have also been achieved to some extent (Ye et al., 2018, 2019a,b,
2020; Chang et al., 2019; Lou et al., 2019; Xia et al., 2019).
However, these systems are still facing technological challenges,
such as the high viscosity of a strong sulfuric acid supporting
electrolyte, dendritic deposition of zinc, the strong corrosivity of
halogen, high cost, and so on, hindering practical application.
Organic redox molecules, which have been known of for a
long time, have attracted increasing interest in the field of
synthetic chemistry, catalysts, functional materials, and industrial
applications. Given their inherent redox nature, the low cost of
raw starting materials, and the flexibility of their chemical and
physical properties (solubility, stability, redox potential, et al.)
when tailored by substituents, organic redox molecules, such as
anthraquinone derivatives, nitroxide radicals, and polymers, have
been adopted for energy storage materials to construct high cell
performance and cost-effective RFB systems in the past decade.
Depending on the supporting electrolytes, RFBs with organic
electroactive materials can be simply classified as aqueous and
non-aqueous systems, respectively.

Design Principles of Organic Electroactive
Molecules
Physicochemical and Electrochemical Properties
It is worth noting that the energy density of RFBs is dependent
on the number of electrons involved in the electrode reaction,
the concentration of electroactive molecules in the electrolytes,

and the potential difference between the cathodic and anodic
active molecules.

The solubility limit, corresponding to the highest
concentration of organic electroactive molecules possible,
which varies with solvent, needs to be as high as possible. As
pointed out in prior work, the physical properties of the solvent,
such as the pH value, viscosity, polarity, and dielectric constant,
have huge impacts on the solubility limit (Ding et al., 2018; Luo
et al., 2019). Moreover, the supporting electrolyte in the same
solvent changes the solubility of the redox molecule as well as the
internal resistance of a cell. The organic electroactive molecule,
solvent, and supporting electrolyte should be taken into account
together to develop an RFB with high energy efficiency and
coulombic efficiency. Given a large variety of solvents consisting
of aqueous and non-aqueous solvents, a higher solubility limit
for organic electroactive molecules can be achieved than for
inorganic redox materials. In other words, under the same
solvent and supporting electrolyte conditions, taking advantage
of flexible modification by substituents of organic molecules,
the concentration can be increased as envisioned. Based on
the rule that likes dissolve each other, molecules with higher
relative permittivity in solvents can increase the solubility as well
as the stability. Thus, in aqueous RFBs, water-soluble ionic or
polar substituents such as the quaternary ammonium, sulfonic,
carboxyl, and hydroxy groups can be employed to increase
the concentration of organic electroactive molecules. As for the
organic electroactive molecules in non-aqueous RFBs, fat-soluble
substituents such as alkyl, carbonyl, and ester groups can be
helpful to increase the solubility limitation. The desirable values
of solubility of redox species in aqueous solvents are around
1–2M, while in non-aqueous electrolytes 4–5M is required to
satisfy the demand for cost-effective energy storage (Darling
et al., 2014).

The formal cell voltage of an RFB is obtained by the
difference in reduction potential between the cathodic and anodic
active molecules. As reported in previous work, the reduction
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potential of organic electroactive molecules can be shifted more
to the positive or negative side by the electrostatic properties
and positions of functional groups on the backbone (Burgess
et al., 2018). The cell voltage of aqueous RFBs is constrained
by the electrolysis of water, with a potential window limit of
1.24V. Freedom from problems caused by water electrolysis
enables non-aqueous RFBs to reach high cell voltages, which
compensates for the higher concentration requirement in view
of economic viability. Commonly, within the potential window
of the solvent, a higher cell voltage can be designed and obtained
with a non-aqueous organic RFB than with an aqueous organic
RFB. Moreover, the lifetime duration is another important
indicator parameter for the performance of an RFB. The chemical
and electrochemical stability of organic redox species both play a
crucial role in the cycling lifetime. The proposed decomposition
mechanisms of organic electroactive materials used in RFBs
have been summarized in the latest review (Kwabi et al., 2020),
namely nucleophilic addition and hydrolysis, disproportionation,
dimerization, and tautomerization. Hence, according to the
inherent nature of organic molecules, by rational substituent
design to prevent the redox core from degradation, more stable
electroactive materials and longer cycling time can be realized.

Chemical Cost
One prerequisite for the commercialization of RFBs is low
cost. Note that the grid-scale application of the well-known
all-vanadium RFB is hindered by the low earth-abundance
and volatile price of vanadium. Because they utilize organic
molecules consisting of high earth-abundance elements such as
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, the capital cost of most
RFBs with organic electroactive materials can drastically drop
to the expected value for practical applications. Despite this,
some special organic electroactive materials such as radicals still
cost much more than common inorganic electroactive species.
By screening the reported RFBs with organic redox couples,
it has been found that synthesis of organic materials must be
performed under an inert atmosphere or even in an argon or
nitrogen-purged glovebox to avoid side reactions with oxygen
from the ambient atmosphere. The use of such harsh synthesis
conditions, along with the requirement of catalysts comprised of
noble metals, is not a cost-effective strategy. According to the
target of $ 150/kWh for industrial application of RFB systems
by the year of 2023 set up by the Department of Energy of
the United States, cost estimates for electroactive materials of
under a standard of $5/kg are desired (Darling et al., 2014).
The development of robust organic electroactive molecules that
can be derived from cheap, commercially available raw materials
with easy-to-handle synthetic steps must be targeted to enable
low-cost RFB systems.

Non-Aqueous Organic RFBs
Non-aqueous organic RFBs employ organic electroactive
molecules and supporting electrolytes in organic solvents,
such as butyrolactone, acetonitrile (ACN), dimethylacetamide
(DMA), and propylene carbonate (PC). The first non-aqueous
organic RFB was reported by Matsuda and co-workers in 1988,

FIGURE 2 | (A) Molecular structure of Ni(L6)2. (B) Charging potential curve

for a 2e reduction of a 100mM solution of Ni(L6)2. (C) Concentration of the

charged Ni(L6)2 as a function of time. The red triangle represents the

concentration of the neutral solution before cycling. Reproduced with

permission from Sevov et al. (2016). Copyright 2016, American Chemical

Society.

in which a ruthenium complex [Ru(bpy)3](BF4)2 (bpy = 2,2
′

-
bipyridine) served as the energy storage material in acetonitrile
solution with an open-circuit voltage of 2.60V (Matsuda et al.,
1988). Since conventional aqueous RFBs have a limit of the
cell voltage window of 1.24V, more and more research interest
is shining a light on non-aqueous systems to pursue higher
voltage output from RFBs. Moreover, non-aqueous organic RFBs
exhibit other advantages, such as higher energy density, wider
operating temperature range, faster reaction kinetics, and more
combinations of organic redox couples. Organic electroactive
molecules employed in non-aqueous organic RFBs can be
classified into four groups, namely: coordination compounds
and organometallic complexes, quinones, radicals, and polymers
(Ding et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2019).

Coordination Compounds and Organometallic

Complexes
Coordination complexes, consisting of metal ions ligated with
ligands, are the earliest-studied organic electroactive molecules
in non-aqueous RFBs. [Ru(bpy)3](BF4)2, Ru(acac)3 (acac =

acetylacetonate) (Chakrabarti et al., 2007), Cr(acac)3 (Liu
et al., 2010), [Ni(bpy)3]0/2+, [Fe(bpy)3]2+/3+ (Kim et al.,
2011), Mn(acac)3 (Sleightholme et al., 2011), VO(acac)2 (Herr
et al., 2013), [V(mnt)3]2− (mnt = (NC)2C2S

2−
2 ) (Cappillino

et al., 2014), [Fe(phen)3]2+/3+, [Co(phen)3]2+/3+ (phen =

phenanthroline) (Xing et al., 2015), and V(acac)3 (Bamgbopa
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and Almheiri, 2017) were successively utilized to store energy
in non-aqueous RFBs. Although the resulting RFBs exhibit
high open-circuit voltages (1.2–3.4V), the energy density is
severely limited by the solubility of coordination complexes in
organic solvents, which are mostly <1M. By rational substituent
design, the Sanford group designed and synthesized a series of
coordination complexes combining earth-abundant metals with
tridentate bipyridyliminoisoindoline (BPI) ligands, revealing
improved physicochemical properties and cell performance.
The solubility of the nickel complex abbreviated as Ni(L6)2
(molecular structure is shown in Figure 2A) wasmore than 0.7M
in acetonitrile (ACN), higher than that of other nickel complexes
under the same conditions. Furthermore, the charged Ni(L6)2
remained stable and soluble in ACN with 0.5M TBABF4 as the
supporting electrolyte for days at a high concentration (0.1M,
Figure 2C). The nickel-BPI complexes could undergo over 200
charge-discharge cycles with a 5% capacity fade. It is worth noting
that more than one electron was involved in the redox reactions
of Ni(L6)2 at low redox potentials (Figure 2B), suggesting an
effective way to lower the molecular weight per mole of electrons
transferred and higher energy density (Sevov et al., 2016).

Ferrocene, recognized as the progenitor of organometallic
chemistry, has given rise to an enormous number of ferrocene-
containing ligands, molecules, and materials since its discovery
in 1951 (Kealy and Pauson, 1951; Butler and Thomas, 2007;
Štěpnička, 2008; Dai and Hou, 2010; Phillips, 2011; Ding et al.,
2019). Synthetic flexibility, well-defined redox properties, and
fast reaction kinetics make them very promising for RFBs.
However, the solubility of pristine ferrocene in propylene
carbonate (PC, a commonly used solvent in non-aqueous RFBs)
is only 0.2M. To address this issue, Wang and co-workers
attached the Cp ring (the cyclopentene moiety of ferrocene) to
different ionic charged tetraalkylammonium groups to yield a
series of ferrocene derivatives. By screening the solubilities of the
resulting derivatives, it was concluded that tetraalkylammonium
groups could improve the solubility compared to ferrocene
without any substituent. However, to some extent, the stability of
ferrocene derivatives was sacrificed. For example, when PF−6 and
BF−4 anions serve as counterions, the corresponding derivatives
with enhanced solubility show poor chemical stability, which
hinders further application in RFB systems (Cosimbescu et al.,
2015; Wei et al., 2015). Other effective strategies like using
electron withdrawing groups such as an acetyl substituent to
improve the solubility of ferrocene by breaking the symmetrical
electron cloud distribution of ferrocene (Kim et al., 2016) may
simultaneously maintain good stability.

Although advances have been made, non-aqueous RFBs with
coordination compounds and organometallic complexes still face
technical and economic challenges before practical application.
Concern about the utilization of precious metal catalysts in
the materials synthesis process, increasing the chemical costs of
RFBs, motivates efforts on investigating RFBs with metal-free
organic electroactive materials.

Quinones
Quinones are aromatic molecules with fully conjugated cyclic
diketone structures and are considered the most promising

FIGURE 3 | Molecular structures of quinone derivatives in non-aqueous RFBs.

electroactive molecules of the natural organic materials (Scott
et al., 1998; Park et al., 2015; Jing et al., 2017). The electronegative
oxygen atom draws electron density away from the carbon atom
through the double bond in the carbonyl group, increasing
the polarity and reactivity of the carbonyl compound. The
carbonyl functional group, which acts as a redox center, and the
aromatic structure, which affects the reduction potential position
and stability, in combination with fast reaction kinetics, an
easily modified backbone, and cost-effective synthesis processes
(Häupler et al., 2015) make quinones promising candidates for
RFBs (Quan et al., 2007; Huskinson et al., 2014; Er et al., 2015;
Lin et al., 2015).

It is thought that the physicochemical and electrochemical
properties of quinones and the cell performance of RFBs are
strongly dependent on the molecular aromaticity and electronic
structures. To reveal the structure-performance correlation,
the Yu group studied five quinones with regular structural
variations, namely 1,4-benzoquinone (BQ), 1,4-naphthoquinone
(NQ), 9,10-phenanthrenequinone (PQ), anthraquinone (AQ),
and 5,12-naphthacenequinone (NAQ) (molecular structures are
shown in Figure 3). Their experimental and computational
results indicated that with the increase in aromaticity (densities
of arenes) from BQ to NAQ, both the solubility and redox
potential of the quinone derivatives decreased. Cell performance
tests of non-aqueous RFBs with the above-mentioned quinone
and derivatives show that the NQ-based battery reached a
relatively high energy density of 60 Wh L−1, with nearly 100%
capacity retention after 100 cycles, which can be further improved
by enhancing carbonyl utilization with structural modification
(Ding et al., 2016).

Radicals
Radicals containing one ormore unpaired or open-shell electrons
show redox activity, enabling energy storage and conversion.
However, poor stability ascribed to the formation of dimers
and polymers and reactions with other molecules (Nishide
et al., 2004) have become a barrier to the use of radicals
in RFBs. By employing steric hindrance, resonance effects,
and a stabilizer, the stability of radicals is enhanced, and the
application territory is broadened. At present, radicals used for
RFBs can be grouped into the following three types according to
molecular construction: nitroxide radicals, alkoxybenzene-based
radicals, and heterocyclic-based radicals. Among them, nitroxide
radicals, as exemplified by 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy
(TEMPO; the structure is shown in Figure 4), have been widely
investigated. TEMPO is a commercially available organic radical
that is stabilized by the steric hindrance of four methyl groups,
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as well as the resonance effect between the unpaired electron
and the N–O bond (hyperconjugation). With good redox
reversibility and outstanding solubility in organic solvent (5.2M
in EC/PC/EMC mixture solvents), TEMPO and its derivatives
have attracted increasing attention for application in RFBs (Li
et al., 2011; Wei et al., 2014; Milshtein et al., 2016).

In 2011, Li et al. reported a novel all-organic redox flow battery
with TEMPO as the positive electroactive material and 1.00M
NaClO4/acetonitrile as the supporting electrolyte. Stable charge-
discharge curves and high coulombic efficiency (90%) were
achieved in theTEMPO-based non-aqueous RFB (Li et al., 2011).
In 2014, the Wang group prepared a high concentration solution
of TEMPO in mixed organic solvents by the addition of excess
LiPF6 as the supporting charge carriers. The redox potential of
this TEMPO-based electrolyte reached 3.5V vs. Li/Li+, and an
RFB constructed by pairing up the TEMPO redox couple with
the lithium redox pair output an energy density of 126 Wh L−1,
which is approximately five times that of the all-vanadium RFBs
and much higher than the majority of non-aqueous RFBs (Wei
et al., 2014). It is well known that the electrochemical properties
of organic molecules can be easily modified by substituents.
Milshtein et al. synthesized and studied 4-acetamido-2,2,6,6-
tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (AcNH-TEMPO; the chemical
structure is shown in Figure 4) to reveal the effects of an
electron withdrawing functional group on the radical. The results
show that AcNH-TEMPO exhibits a more positive reversible
one-electron redox reaction at 3.63V vs. Li/Li+. However,
the low solubility (0.5M in 1M LiBF4/PC) of AcNH-TEMPO

constrains the cell performance of RFBs (Milshtein et al., 2016).
Inspired by this challenge, Takechi et al. employed “supercooled
liquid” to improve the solubility of TEMPO derivatives,
as exemplified by 4-methoxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-
oxyl (MeO-TEMPO; the chemical structure is shown in
Figure 4). MeO-TEMPO was mixed with LiTFSI (lithium bis-
trifluoromethanesulfonimide) at a molar ratio of 1:1, leading
to the formation of a new ionic couple and “supercooled
liquid.” It is worth noting that by replacing the acetamido group
with a methoxy group, the resulting TEMPO derivative shows
a comparable redox potential (3.6 V vs. Li/Li+) with AcNH-

TEMPO, whereas the solubility could reach a much higher value
of 2.5M in LiTFSI/ACN solution (Takechi et al., 2015). Another
limit of RFBs with radical redox materials is their high capacity
loss rate, which can be conquered due to the merits of the smart
design nature of organic molecules. However, the high price of
TEMPO and derivatives is an obstacle to the wide deployment of
TEMPO-based RFBs.

Polymers
One common critical issue in improving the cell performance of
RFBs with electrochemical small molecules is the permeability
of redox species across the ion-exchange membrane, known as
crossover contamination, which leads to Coulombic efficiency
fade (Lai et al., 2020). It was believed that larger-sized
macromolecules would have difficulty migrating through the
membrane, and so electroactive polymers were employed as
redox centers in RFBs (Nagarjuna et al., 2014; Burgess et al., 2016,
2018; Iyer et al., 2017). The Rodríguez-Lopez group conducted

FIGURE 4 | Molecular structures of TEMPO derivatives.

a study on size-based selective transport across commercial off-
the-shelf separators for non-aqueous RFBs by preparing a series
of viologen-based redox-active polymers (RAPs 1-5; the chemical
structures are shown in Figure 5A) with different molecular
weights. The severe crossover behavior of a monomer with a
small molecular size through the separator could be largely
suppressed by the formation of polymers (Figure 5B). It is also
noted that polymer RAPs 1-5 exhibit similar permeabilities
as well as solubility, viscosity, and electrochemical properties,
with negligible influence from molecular weight. For RAPs 1-5,
good solubility (above 2.0M in ACN and PC), electrochemical
and chemical reversibility, and limited crossover contamination
across porous separators make them promising energy storage
materials for non-aqueous RFBs (Nagarjuna et al., 2014).

To evaluate the cell performance, the Rodríguez-Lopez group
assembled RFBs employing viologen monomer or polymer
and ferrocene as redox couples with inexpensive nano-porous
separators and 0.1M LiBF4 supporting electrolyte in acetonitrile.
The results show that an RFB with polymer-based electroactive
materials could achieve a high coulombic efficiency of 98% and
a capacity efficiency of 80% (50 cycles). The high viscosity of
polymer-containing solution slows down the mass transport of
redox species and decreases the ionic conductivity of electrolyte,
hindering further advances in the cell performance of RFBs.
Seeking more redox polymers with improved physicochemical
and electrochemical properties as well as high-performance for
RFBs is an urgent tack in view of molecule design (Burgess et al.,
2016; Montoto et al., 2017, 2018).

Even though much research work has been put forward, few
non-aqueous RFBs have been commercialized due to their higher
chemical cost, poorer cycle stability in high concentrations, and
smaller ionic conductivity compared with aqueous RFBs. For
non-aqueous RFBs, the ionic conductivity can be efficiently
improved by increasing the concentration of organic electrolytes,
which endows the non-aqueous RFBs with a higher energy
density comparable to that of aqueous RFBs. However, the
high concentration leads to complex side reactions in the redox
cell, which lead to capacity decay after several to dozens of
cycles. Bipolar molecules, which are realized by adding specific
functional groups according to the environment of the redox cell
and that have high solubility and enhanced chemical stability, can
be employed to solve this problem. Despite their shortcomings in
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FIGURE 5 | (A) Molecular structure of RAPs 1-5. (B) Time-dependent transport of LiBF4, monomer and RAPs 1–5 across Celgard 2325 at 0.01M. Inset shows the

RAPs 1–5 region of the plot. Reproduced with permission from Nagarjuna et al. (2014). Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society.

terms of processing, the significantly wider potential windows,
extensive options for both anode and cathode-active molecules,
abundance of organic solvents, high operating temperature, and
faster reaction kinetics all indicate the great potential of non-
aqueous RFBs for electrochemical storage in the future.

AQUEOUS RFBs

Organic solvents used in non-aqueous systems are known to
have disadvantages such as volatility, toxicity, corrosiveness,
and flammability. When targeting residential and industrial
implementation, environmentally benign aqueous RFBs aremore
promising. Aqueous RFBs, featuring redox species dissolved in
water with supporting electrolyte, exhibit many advantages, such
as high ionic conductivity, safety, cost-effectiveness, and well-
developed technology to compensate for the narrow voltage
window, which is limited by the electrolysis of water. Aqueous
RFBs have been a hotspot in research on electrochemical energy
storage in past decades. According to the pH value of electrolytes,
aqueous RFBs can be grouped into three classes, namely acidic,
alkaline, and neutral aqueous RFBs.

Organic Electroactive Molecules for Acidic
Aqueous RFBs
The proton, which has the smallest size (1.6 × 10−15 m) among
cations, shows an amazingly high limiting molar conductivity
of 349.8 × 104 �−1 m2 mol−1 at 298K and promises acidic
aqueous RFBs with rapid charge/discharge rates and high energy
efficiencies and power densities. Since the first acidic RFBs with
organic electroactivemolecules were reported byHuskinson et al.
(2014), this approach has been attracting increasing attention (Xu
et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2015; Carney et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017;
Goulet and Aziz, 2018; Luo et al., 2019).

Given merits like good redox reversibility, fast electron-
transfer kinetics, longtime stability, and cost-effective raw
materials, quinones and their derivatives are widely employed
in both non-aqueous RFBs, as stated above, and aqueous RFBs.
In 2014, the Aziz group constructed a new aqueous RFB with
9,10-anthraquinone-2,7-disulphonic acid (AQDS; the chemical
structure is shown in Figure 6) as the anolyte. Thanks to the
hydrophilic effect of sulfonic groups, AQDS shows an aqueous
solubility of up to 1M in sulphuric acid, and the resultant RFB
exhibits above 99% storage capacity retention per cycle and a
high energy density of 50W h L−1 (Huskinson et al., 2014; Lin
et al., 2016). However, in this RFB system, both the concentrated
sulphuric acid serving as the supporting electrolyte and the
Br−/Br2 employed as a negative electrolyte are strong corrosives,
engendering extra hardware cost and maintenance fees. Besides,
the low open-circuit voltage of only 0.7V of the AQDS-based
RFB blocks further improvements in cell performance.

Taking advantage of sulfonic groups for enhancement of
the solubility of AQDS through hydrophilic effects, more
substituents were introduced to study the variations in
electrochemical properties. 1,8-dihydroxy-9,10-anthraquinone-
2,7-disulphonic acid (DHAQDS; the chemical structure is shown
in Figure 6) was synthesized using hydroxyl substituents. The
open-circuit voltage of theDHAQDS-based RFB was shifted to a
higher value of 1.2V, attributed to the electron-donating effect of
hydroxyl groups. Moreover, a series of anthraquinone derivatives
(the chemical structures are shown in Figure 6) such as
9,10-anthraquinone-2-sulfonic acid (AQS), 1,4-dihydroxy-9,10-
anthraquinone-2,3-dimethylsulfonic acid (DHAQDMS), and
Alizarin Red S (ARS) were synthesized and characterized
electrochemically to reveal the influences of the amounts and
positions of substituents. As mentioned above, smart design and
modifications of organic electroactive molecules is an effective
approach to obtain high-performance RFBs aimed at large-scale
energy storage (Gerhardt et al., 2017).
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Organic Electroactive Molecules for
Alkaline Aqueous RFBs
To address concerns arising for acidic aqueous RFBs, organic
electroactive molecules dissolved in alkaline supporting
electrolyte were investigated as a promising alternative for
storing massive energy. In 2015, the Aziz group demonstrated
highly soluble quinone-based flow batteries in aqueous
potassium hydroxide solutions. At the initial stage, commercially
available 2,6-dihydroxyanthraquinone (2,6-DHAQ; the chemical
structure is shown in Figure 7A) was used as one of the redox
couples in alkaline aqueous RFBs. The open-circuit voltage
of the 2,6-DHAQ-based RFB reached 1.2V (Figure 7B), and
the capacity loss decreased to only 0.1% per cycle via the
replacement of bromine with non-toxic ferricyanide as positive
electrolyte (Lin et al., 2015). However, the energy output of
the proposed RFB was limited by the poor solubility of highly
stabilized 2,6-DHAQ. To address this issue, a substituent with
highly alkali-soluble carboxylate terminal groups was utilized
to increase the solubility in alkaline electrolyte. The resulting
compound, 4,4’-((9,10-anthraquinone-2,6-diyl)dioxy)dibutyrate
(2,6-DBEAQ; the chemical structure is shown in Figure 7A),
was six times more soluble than 2,6-DHAQ at pH 12. At a pH
value of as low as 12, an RFB assembled with 2,6-DBEAQ as
negative electrolyte exhibited a high open-circuit voltage of
1.05V and a theoretical volumetric energy density of ca. 17 Wh
L−1. Moreover, the symmetric cell with 2,6-DBEAQ as both
negative and positive electrolytes revealed a very low capacity
fade rate (<0.01%/day and <0.001%/cycle, Figure 7C) (Kwabi
et al., 2018).

Given above-stated advantages of anthraquinones, the use
of benzoquinone and derivatives as analogs of anthraquinone
is anticipated to be more promising in RFBs for large-
scale energy storage, as they are inexpensive and a high
theoretical energy density of 400W h L−1 can be achieved
from a redox reaction involving two electrons. However, it is
reported that most benzoquinone-based acidic aqueous RFBs
show low open-circuit voltage (<0.4V) and poor cycling
stability (Yang et al., 2014, 2016; Hoober-Burkhardt et al.,
2017). To improve cell performance, benzoquinone derivatives
were employed in alkaline aqueous RFBs, and advances were
obtained. For example, an RFB working with 2,5-dihydroxy-
1,4-benzoquinone as negative electrolyte showed an output
voltage of 1.21V, a peak galvanic power density of 300 mW
cm−2, and a coulombic efficiency exceeding 99%, indicating
that this would be a very promising direction for developing
high-performance RFBs for practical applications (Yang et al.,
2018b).

Besides the quinones, there are other organic electroactive
molecules that have impressive performances in alkaline aqueous
RFBs, such as alloxazine (Lin et al., 2016; Orita et al., 2016)
and phenazine derivatives (Hollas et al., 2018). In 2016, Roy
G. Gordon and co-workers reported a highly alkaline-soluble
alloxazine-based organic electrolyte that enabled an aqueous RFB
to exhibit an open-circuit voltage approaching 1.2V with high
current efficiency (99.7%) and capacity retention (99.98%) per
cycle (Lin et al., 2016). The carboxylic group was introduced
into the alloxazine derivative to increase the solubility in

FIGURE 6 | Molecular structures of anthraquinone derivatives for acidic

aqueous RFBs.

alkaline solutions, and the resulting alloxazine 7/8-carboxylic
acid exhibited sufficiently high electrochemical and chemical
stability, which opens up a new direction for designing organic
electrolytes in aqueous RFBs. Later, Ying Shirley Meng and co-
workers reported a biomimetic redox flow battery based on
isoalloxazine, in which phosphate and hydroxy groups were
used to enhance both the stabilization and solubility in alkaline
solution. The isoalloxazine-based alkaline aqueous RFBs shows
good cycling performance, with over 99% capacity retention over
100 cycles (Orita et al., 2016). With good redox properties and
easily derivable structures, phenazine derivatives are promising
organic anolytes for alkaline aqueous RFBs. In 2018, Wei Wang
and co-workers reported a high-capacity alkaline aqueous RFB
with phenazine-based organic electrolyte. Exceptionally high
reversible anolyte capacity (67 Ah L−1) and capacity retention
(99.98% per cycle over 500 cycles) have been achieved (Hollas
et al., 2018). The pristine phenazine can hardly dissolve at all
in aqueous solutions, but the solubility was increased to as
much as 1.8M by strategic modification with the hydroxy and
sulfonic groups. Thus, tailoring functional groups is an effective
strategy to improve both the solubility and stability of organic
heterocyclic molecules, which usually show poor solubilities in
aqueous solutions.

Organic Electroactive Molecules for
Neutral Aqueous RFBs
Improvements in the cell performance of aqueous RFBs haven
been achieved through continuous efforts and have paved the
way for practical application. However, RFBs systems employing
strong acid and base have striking disadvantages, such as
corrosivity, high maintenance cost, and environmental pollution
hazard. Given the inherent merits such as being non-corrosive,
non-flammable, environmentally benign and cheap, neutral
aqueous supporting electrolytes (e.g., NaCl solution) in RFBs can
effectively eliminate side reactions such as hydrogen evolution
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FIGURE 7 | (A) Molecular structures of 2,6-DHAQ and 2,6-DBEAQ. (B) Cyclic voltammogram of 2mM 2,6-DHAQ (dark cyan curve) and ferrocyanide (gold curve)

scanned at 100 mV/s on glassy carbon electrode; arrows indicate scan direction. Dotted line represents CV of 1M KOH background scanned at 100 mV/s on

graphite foil electrode. Reproduced with permission from ref. 76. Copyright 2015, American Association for the Advancement of Science. (C) Unbalanced

compositionally symmetric cell cycling of 2,6-DBEAQ. Reproduced with permission from Kwabi et al. (2018). Copyright 2018, Elsevier.

(common in acids), oxygen evolution (common in alkaline
solutions), and other degradation of electroactive molecules
catalyzed by acid and base (Beh et al., 2017; DeBruler et al., 2017;
Ding and Yu, 2017; Hu et al., 2017).

In 2015, the Schubert group reported an affordable, safe,
and scalable neutral pH aqueous battery system with organic
polymers as the electroactive materials. The TEMPO radical (P1;
the chemical structure is shown in Figure 8A) and viologen
derivative (P2; the chemical structure is shown in Figure 8A)
were used as the cathode-active and anode-active molecules,
respectively. Note that ammonium cation pendant groups were
introduced to modify the backbones of both P1 and P2 to
enhance their solubility in aqueous NaCl supporting solution.
Compared to non-aqueous supporting electrolytes, the aqueous
NaCl solution exhibits higher conductivity, lower cost, and great
environmentally friendliness. Given the large molecular sizes
of polymers, as stated above, the hydrodynamic radii of P1

and P2 are ∼2 nm, larger than the pore sizes of the dialysis
membrane (around 1 nm), and the permeability constants of
the electroactive materials are remarkedly decreased. The cycling
stability of the RFB supports the assumption that hardly any
change occurred in the concentration of P1 in the deficient
compartment through migration through the membrane from
the enriched side over 10,000 charging/discharging cycles, and
this fits well with the undiminished coulombic efficiency (ca.
99%, Figure 8B) (Janoschka et al., 2015). Furthermore, the
proposed RFB outputs an energy density of 10W L−1 and

maintains good performance at a current density reaching more
than 100 mA cm2.

In combination with the flexible design of organic molecules,
hydrophilic substituents like hydroxy groups were employed to
modify the backbone of TEMPO. The resulting solubility of 4-
hydroxy-tetramethylpiperidin-1-oxyl in water reaches a value as
high as 2.1M or more. By matching the TEMPO derivative with
methyl viologen, a neutral aqueous RFB has been constructed and
shows an exceptionally high cell voltage of 1.25V, a high working
current density of 100mA cm−2, and nearly 100% coulombic
efficiency within 100 cycles (Liu et al., 2016).

Note that ferrocene and derivatives have been adopted for
energy storage in non-aqueous RFBs due to their poor solubility
in water. Inspired by molecular synthesis approaches, the
utilization of substituents with hydrophilic groups can effectively
address the solubility concern. Liu and co-workers designed and
synthesized two ferrocene derivatives (the chemical structures
shown are in Figure 9A), namely ferrocenylmethyl trimethyl
ammonium chloride (FcNCl) and N1-ferrocenylmethyl- N1,
N1, N2, N2, N2-pentamethylpropane-1,2-diaminium dibromide
(FcN2Br2). Under the hydrophilic effect of the tetraammonium
moiety and halide counter ion, the solubilities of FcNCl and
FcN2Br2 were increased to 4.0 and 3.1M in water, respectively
(Hu et al., 2017).

This strategy was also verified by reported work of
the Aziz group, in which the solubility limit of bis((3-
trimethylammonio)propyl)-ferrocene dichloride was enhanced
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FIGURE 8 | (A) Molecular structures of P1 and P2. (B) The long-term stability of the polymer-based electrolytes was studied by repeated charge/discharge cycling

over 10,000 cycles at 20mA cm−2 in an unpumped test cell (inset) the open-circuit voltage of a polymer-based RFB as a function of the state of charge. Reproduced

with permission from Janoschka et al. (2015). Copyright 2015, Springer Nature.

FIGURE 9 | (A) Molecular structures of FcNCl and FcN2Br2. (B) Extended 700 cycle testing data of the 0.5M FcNCl/MV aqueous RFB at 60 mA/cm2: capacity and

coulombic efficiency vs. cycling numbers (for clarity, data points with an increment of 10 cycles were used for plotting) (inset) representative charge and discharge

profiles of selected cycles. Reproduced with permission from Hu et al. (2017). Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.

to nearly 2M (Beh et al., 2017). With high concentration and
good redox reversibility, the FcNCl-based neutral aqueous RFB
exhibits a power density of 125 mW cm−2 and 99.99% capacity
retention per cycle (the structures are shown in Figure 9B)
throughout a 700-cycle tests (Hu et al., 2017).

PERSPECTIVES

The RFB has been recognized as the most promising
electrochemical technology for large-scale energy storage,

as such batteries can have the advantages of low cost, vast
molecular diversity, highly tailorable properties, and high safety.
However, some technical and economic challenges are still in
urgent need of being issued before the widespread deployment of
RFB systems at grid scale. Energy conversion between chemical
energy and electric energy is achieved by redox reactions of
electroactive materials at electrodes. The solubility limitation,
electrochemical stability, permeability across a membrane, and
cost of electroactive materials are crucial to the cell performance
of an RFB and the capital cost. Compared to inorganic redox
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FIGURE 10 | Correlation diagram of features of organic electroactive

molecules in aqueous and non-aqueous RFBs, respectively.

species (represented by metal ions), organic redox molecules,
which can have inherent features such as flexible design, stable,
easily tailored electrochemical properties, and cost-effectiveness,
are more promising for RFBs targeted toward residential and
industrial applications.

RFBs with organic electroactive materials are categorized as
aqueous and non-aqueous systems according to the supporting
electrolytes. The features of organic electroactive molecules in
aqueous and non-aqueous RFBs are summarized and shown
in Figure 10. So far, aqueous RFBs are still dominating work
targeted at practical applications due to their high ionic
conductivity, excellent stability, low operating cost, and high
safety as a result of not using hazardous or flammable solvent.
However, an intrinsically low operational voltage window
and poor energy density have become obstacles for the
commercialization of aqueous RFBs. In contrast, non-aqueous

RFBs exhibit wider redox potential windows and operating
temperature ranges, as well as good flexibility through tuning
both the physical and electrochemical properties of organic
electroactive molecules. Moreover, the cell performance of non-
aqueous RFBs can be dramatically improved with advances in
molecule design. It is worth noting that low ionic conductivity,
side reactions of organic electrolytes, and poor battery cycling
performance have limited the wide-scale development of non-
aqueous RFBs up until now.

It is well-known that the physicochemical and electrochemical
properties of organic electroactive materials can be easily and
effectively modified by functional groups. Herein, a series of prior
results on tailoring organic redox molecules are summarized.
Through improvements in solubility, stability, and safety, the
proposed RFBs with those organic electroactive materials have
achieved advances in cell performance. However, this field is still
in its initial stage, as no superior RFB has been demonstrated
to replace the well-developed all-vanadium RFB. Hopefully,
this review will inspire more continuous interest and efforts
in this field so as to encourage the development of more
advanced RFBs with organic electroactive materials toward
practical applications.
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